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Results most of experiments fixed that 

“When radioactive waste is placed inside the pyramids, there is a decrease in their level 
of radioactivity”  
Based on result of these experiments we suggest – Using Pyramids Effects as a method of 
nuclear & radiation protection. Explanation of this method based on 3 factors. (2 of them – 
internal factors, 1 of them – external factor) 
Factor I. 
Based o the “Theory of the Pyramids Effects” we know, that Pyramid construction separate 
the “normal” geomagnetic field of the Earth to 2 parts, which have difference vise verse 
physical characteristics.  
Cause of the energetic barrier of side of Pyramid, internal space of the Pyramid isolate from 
the influence of the “external normal” geomagnetic field of Earth. Therefore, internal space of 
the Pyramid is fulfilling only by the attractive power of the Earth (pic.1) 
 

 
pic. 1 

This, attractive force have influence to the all of things & substance, because process of the 
influence have action on the atom and sub atoms level. Now, let’s analyze influence of the 
attractive power to the substance on the molecular, atomic, sub atomic level. 
At “normal” condition approximately structure of the substance show at the pic. 2 
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Pic. 2. 

 

If the molecular of the substance conditionally mark as “internal” molecular – which have 
location near the substance’s center; and as “external” molecular – which have location at the 
edge of the substance;  
It knows that attractive power of the Earth have direction to the center of Earth. And this 
power also has influence direction from the center of the substance. It is means that by the 
influence of the attractive power substance collapsing of substance will began from center, 
and at first will collapse molecular and atoms which have central location. This process show 
in pic.3: 

 

 

   

 

 

 

      

 

 

Pic. 3. 

 

 

If show influence of attractive power to the “central molecular and atoms” lake: 

(Хn
вн * G0) * F      (I. 1) 

 

By the putting formula 8 to formula 3 will get: 
 
Substance  = (Хn

int * G0) * F + Хn
ext * G0  (I. 2)  

 
But if to substance power of pressure haven’t influence, and will have influence only the 
power of attractive, then formula of 9 will : 
 

Substance  = ((Хn
int * G0) * F ) + Хn

ext * G0  (I. 3) 
 
And influence of attractive power to the central molecular and atoms will continuous till the 
value of power of the attractive will more than value of antagonize power  
 
Fattractive > Fantogonize     (I. 4) 

F – Power of 
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And when value of these two opposite powers will equal to each other, process of collapsing 
will stop. 
Fattractive = Fantogonize     (I. 5) 
 
By the others hands, collapsing of the substance means, that not only molecular & atoms, but 
also electrons & protons & neutrons and etc. sub parts of substance will collapse. It is means 
that this substance will less undergo to process of splitting. Therefore, radioactive substance 
at the internal space of the Pyramid which also has been influenced of attractive power will 
less undergo to process of splitting. At the same time, it is means that radioactive substance at 
the internal space of Pyramid will have less radiated than at the “normal” conditions.  
Notes: 
But it is means that time of half splitting of radioactive substance will more, than at the 
“normal” conditions. 
 
Factor II. 
As we pointed, this, attractive force has influence to the all of things & substance, because 
process of the influence has action on the atom and sub atoms level. Mainly, this process of 
attractive force has influence to all of the part (of the substance) which has an energetic 
potential. Based on the other Laurence Theory we know, that at the magnetic field deviation 
of the electrons and others parts which has an energetic potential depend on the value of the 
potential of the part of substance (electrons and etc.) and tension of the magnetic field.   Join 
these theories, we are able to approve that the value of influence of the Pyramids Effects on 
the one side will depend on the value of the power which is fulfill internal space of the 
Pyramid (attractive power of the Earth) and  on the others side depend on the This approving 
able to write by the follow: 
 

M
qV =inf       (II. 1) 

 

Where, 
Vinf. –   value of influence of the Pyramids Effects 
q       – value of the energetic potential of part of substance (electrons and etc.). 
M        – value of the power which is fulfill internal space of the Pyramid (attractive 

power of the Earth). 
 
Therefore, value of the power which is fulfill internal space of the Pyramid (attractive power 
of the Earth) is influence to the radioactive substance ( α, β, γ and etc.) too. 
If, for the calculate by the radioactive substance replace to potential part (charge) of substance 
(electrons and etc.) of radioactive radiate (α, β, γ and etc.) as energy of this radioactive 
radiates…  
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λ
chE ⋅

=       (II. 2)  

 
Where, 
E –   value energy of radioactive radiate ( α, β, γ and etc.)  
h       – value of Planks constant  
c          – value of speed of light 
λ         –  value of  length of wave. 
 
And if magnetic field replace to he power which is fulfill internal space of the Pyramid 
(attractive power of the Earth)…  Then, formulas 1 will be: 
 

spE
EV

.int
inf =      (II. 3) 

 
Where, 
Vinf. –   value of influence of the Pyramids Effects 
E       – value of the energetic potential of part of substance (electrons and etc.). 
Eint.sp.  – value of the power which is fulfill internal space of the Pyramid (attractive 

power of the Earth). 
 
In details it will: 
  

spE

ch

V
.int

inf
λ
⋅

=      (II. 4) 

 
Final formula for calculate value of influence of the Pyramids Effects of internal space of 
Pyramid will be: 

λ⋅
⋅

=
spE
chV

.int
inf      (II. 5) 

 
If we know value of Eint.sp. and value of radioactive radiate we`ll be able calculate value if the 
influence of the Pyramids Effects of internal space of Pyramid. For γ radioactive radiate it 
will: 
 
Vinf. ~ 7.056 * 10-23 (Dj*c2*m2) 
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We find, that value of Pyramids Effects of internal space of Pyramid to one γ radioactive 
radiate will  7.056 * 10-23 (Dj*c2*m2) 
 
We know that value of the Eint.sp.  value of the power which is fulfill the internal space of 
Pyramid (attractive power of the Earth) for Pyramid 22m is ~563.40 * 10-7. It means, that 
internal space of the Pyramid will influence to the γ radioactive radiate till when the energy of 
the γ radioactive radiate will equal to the value f the power which is fulfill (attractive power 
of the Earth) for Pyramid with 22m. By hard calculating have been find, that internal space of 
the Pyramid will influence to the 1016 1018 number of summary value of α, β, γ radioactive 
radiate. 
And influence of attractive power to the radioactive radiates will continuous till the value of 
power of the attractive will more than value of power of  radioactive radiates 
 
Fattractive > Fantogonize     (II. 6) 
 
And when value of these two opposite powers will equal to each other, process of influence 
will stop. 
Fattractive = Fantogonize     (II. 7) 
 
 
Schemas  of this process will: 

 
 

Where, 
 
 &  –   stream of the energetic barriers of the borders & sides of Pyramid 
 

– Power which is fulfill the internal space of Pyramid (attractive power 
of the Earth)  

           – Radioactive substance 
 

–  Radioactive radiate ( α, β, γ and etc.) 
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–  Value of influence of the Pyramids Effects (influence of power which 

is fulfill the internal space of Pyramid (attractive power of the Earth) 
 
Notes: 
Influence of the Pyramids Effects (influence of power which is fulfill the internal space of 
Pyramid (attractive power of the Earth) means, that, by the influence of the power of internal 
space of Pyramid radius of moving of radioactive radiate (α, β, γ and etc.) will be reduce. At 
the same time, reducing radius of moving of radioactive radiate means, reducing of spreading 
of radioactive radiate, therefore, radioactive radiate (α, β, γ and etc.) will accumulate at the 
internal space of the Pyramid and will not be leave this space. 
 
Factor III. 
 
For the proving influence of the Cause III to the process of using Pyramids Effects as a 
method of nuclear & radiation protection let’s analyze result of follow experiments: 
By the experiments have been fixed those radio waves of centimeter diapasons isn’t pass 
through into the internal space of Pyramids.   
 
Based on the theory of the “Theory of Pyramids Effects” we know that Pyramids construction 
is covered by “energetic cover” of borders & sides of Pyramids.  And this “energetic cover” 
has a lot of function. Now we point follow of them: 
 

1. Isolate the “internal” space of Pyramid from “external” space around the Pyramid. 
2. “Protect” internal space of Pyramid from influence of powers of “external normal 

space” around the Pyramid. 
 
It is means that at the same time, this “energetic cover” is separate and “protecting” external 
space around the Pyramid from influence of the “internal” space of Pyramids. Exactly it is 
means that if radio waves pass through from “internal” space of Pyramid to the “external” 
space of Pyramid, these radio waves also will not be passing through to from this “energetic 
cover” of borders & sides of Pyramid. It is known, that radioactive radiate also have wave 
characters (with some differences). Therefore, waves of the radioactive radiate also will not 
pass through this “energetic cover” of borders & sides of Pyramid. 
Value of the “protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders & sides of Pyramid will also depend 
on value of energy of radioactive radiates and depend on value of the energy of “energetic 
cover” of borders & sides of Pyramid. Formula of this depending will: 
 

sidesborders

radiateeradioactiv
protecting E

EV
&

..=     (III. 1) 

 
Where, 
Vprotecting.   –   Value of of the “protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders  & 

sides of Pyramid 
Eradioactive radiate.          – Value of the energy of radioactive radiates. 
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Eborders & sides.   – Value of the energy of “energetic cover” of borders & sides of 

Pyramid 
 
 
The final formula will be: 

λ⋅
⋅

=
sidesborders

protecting E
chV

&
    (III. 2) 

 
Where, 
Vprotecting.                   –   Value of the “protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders &   

sides of Pyramid 
h         – Value of Planks constant  
c            – Value of speed of light 
λ           –  Value of length of wave. 
 
And “protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders  & sides of Pyramid  will continuous till the 
value of power of “protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders  & sides of Pyramid will more 
than value of power of  radioactive radiates influencing from the internal space of the 
Pyramid. 
 
Fattractive > Fantogonize     (III. 3) 
 
And when value of these two opposite powers will equal to each other, process of 
“protecting” of “energetic cover” of borders & sides of Pyramid will stop. 
Fattractive = Fantogonize     (III. 4) 
 
 
Joined all of this factors we’ll be able to: 

1. Explain result of follow experiment “When radioactive waste is placed inside the 
pyramids, there is a decrease in their level of radioactivity”  

2. Prognosis the process & result of radiation protection by the Pyramids Effects. 
 
These facts will get opportunity for give more attention to the Pyramids Effects for using 
Pyramids Effects as one of the method of nuclear & radiation protection. 
 
 
 
 
 


